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To the Committee Secretary, Queensland Health,
 
My wife and I are strongly against this suggested Termination of Pregnancy Bill:
 

1.    The law presently allows for reasonable, albeit generous, termination
 periods… we are horrified to believe anyone in a modern caring society
 could actually want to legislate against our most vulnerable citizens – the
 ones all other law stands in full protection of, not a free reign to butcher
 those of our next generation while fully alive…

2.    Imagine the hell this puts medical professionals at every level of the
 suggested butchery through! It is unthinkable that there folks who are
 sworn to protecting human life would take their medical instruments and
 use them to take a human life! We feel for them all terribly!

3.    To this point a conservative guesstimate would say around 4,000,000
 Australian-born citizens have been sacrificed since abortion was first
 legislated – they didn’t make that ultimate sacrifice voluntarily because
 they had no choice at all in it. That’s around a Sydney-sized blight on our
 collective consciences!

4.    And in the suggested legislation there appears no extended care of the
 women involved… no place for balanced counselling for pregnant women
 giving an honest evaluation of what such a huge action could have for her
 future… no similar care available for her after her abortion… amazingly, no
 hint of care for the would-be mother at all!

 
Please stand up against any further legislation for such wrong against Australian
 citizens both present and future.
Our laws are meant to protect our people from evil and mischief against them.
 
Yours sincerely –
 
Winston and Joy Broad
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